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Summary
Following a series of severe rainfall events across the northwest of England on and following 27th July
2019, the Trust responded to reports of damage to the auxiliary spillway of Toddbrook Reservoir. As
part of the repairs, the Trust is required to apply for a new impoundment licence for the reservoir.
The construction of the reservoir impoundment was authorised under the Peak Forest Canal Act 1794.
However, due to the alteration of the impoundment, which will have minimal impacts on the River
Goyt, an impoundment licence is required to authorise the alteration of the existing impoundment at
Toddbrook reservoir. This documentation provides additional information in support of Forms WR328
(Part A) and WR334 (part D) and should be read in conjunction with the aforementioned.
D4 – Location of Works
Figure 1 below shows the current configuration of Toddbrook Reservoir (pre-engineering works). The
reservoir system consists of 2 spillway structures, the primary spillway located to the North set at
185.60 mAOD, as recorded in the prescribed form of record, which is the top water level (TWL) of the
reservoir. A second, auxiliary spillway was added to the reservoir at a later date and this crest sits at a
higher level of 185.950 mAOD. This auxiliary spillway is designed to take the highest flood flows. This
auxiliary spillway flows down the front face of the reservoir impounding dam. The damage is located
to the northern upper section of this spillway and as part of the engineering works on site, this auxiliary
spillway will be built up to the wider dam crest level and designed to no longer flow during a storm
event. The older primary spillway will be altered and rebuilt to be able to take the additional flood
flows.
This primary spillway will be built to the same level as the previous primary spillway (185.60m AOD)
so the TWL will remain the same, and the capacity of the reservoir will also remain the same as pre
incident. The weir breadth will be extended (see appendix 4 and 5) and will feature a two-stage crest.
The lower-level set to the original TWL, the higher section set just 0.34m higher (185.94m AOD) to
replicate the original flood regime as agreed with the EA reservoir safety team. A new fixed sluice
structure will be included in the western side of the new spillway structure, this will only be operated
in an emergency. This emergency draw-off sluice will enable the reservoir to be drawn down faster
and more efficiently via the primary spillway, if required. It will not be used for daily operations and
so will not impact on the existing water resources abstraction licences currently in determination (CRT
431). Both the new primary spill weir and spillway structure will discharge to the River Goyt, as did the
original primary spill.
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Figure 1 – Existing Reservoir Arrangement.

D5 – Impoundment method and Purpose
-

A fixed Weir will be built to the same crest height (185.60mAOD) as the original primary
spillway. The purpose of this spillway is to discharge excess water via the new tumble bay and
spillway structure and into the River Goyt downstream.

-

A new sluice will be constructed within this weir structure to discharge to the River Goyt via
the tumble bay and spillway and will only be operated in an emergency (or occasionally as an
operational test, to ensure it is still working, by operatives as required by the Reservoirs Act
1975). The sluice will consist of a 1050mm diameter pipe with an invert level of 181.15mAOD.
The sluice will only be used in an emergency and will not discharge to the canal feeder, so will
not impact on the current abstraction licence currently in determination (CRT 431). Please see
figure 2 below and appendix 3 for technical drawings of sluice structure.

Figure 2 – New emergency offtake structure.
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D7 – Description of impounding works
Appendix 1 provides a general overview of the proposed works. In summary, this impoundment
licence is for an existing reservoir and so the area behind the impoundment (reservoir side) will be
submerged by water once the works are complete and the reservoir refills. This reservoir will not be
lined and will remain the same as it was before the damage to the auxiliary spillway.
The reservoir will not regulate the flows into the River Goyt, however during a storm event, if the
spillway begins to flow as it is designed to do, this excess water will be conveyed via the new bywash
channel alignment and tumble bay and discharged into the River Goyt, downstream of the reservoir.
In an emergency, a new sluice structure will also be in operation and release flows, via the same route,
into the River Goyt as part of the emergency drawdown plans. The emergency sluice can only feed to
the River Goyt, and not to the canal.
Post works, abstraction to support navigation from this reservoir will be covered under the existing
Water Resources Abstraction Licence (CRT 431) currently in determination by the EA. The capacity of
the reservoir will remain the same as pre incident. The maximum daily rates and yearly rates will not
be affected and will be the same as those stated in the new authorisations application. The Trust are
therefore not applying for a variation in association with Toddbrook Water Resources Abstraction
Licence (CRT 431).
D8 – Flow Controls, Levels and Capacities
During normal operation, the changes to the impoundment will not impact on the flows in the
downstream watercourse (River Goyt). The reservoir will continue to supply the Peak Forest and
Macclesfield Canals to enable the Canal & River Trust to maintain its statutory navigational
responsibilities as a navigation authority. The canal will be fed by the existing reservoir valves
(indicated on figure 1). These valves will have new guard valves added on the upstream (reservoir)
side and are Measures in the Interest of Reservoir Safety and are a requirement on the Trust to comply
with the Reservoir Act 1975. The addition of the guard valves will not change the means of abstraction
nor impact on the volumes of water released by the reservoir as stated in the new authorisations
abstraction licence currently being determined by the EA (CRT 431).
When the reservoir reaches capacity, excess water will discharge over the new 2 stage spillway
structure to the North of the reservoir into the River Goyt. Water will also be discharged from the
reservoir to the River Goyt via the existing reservoir valves and new emergency sluice during an
emergency drawdown which is all detailed in the emergency drawdown plan as required by the
Reservoirs Act 1975.
The planned overflow level of the reservoir will be 185.60mAOD with a breadth of 33m (Please note:
EA form WR334 (Part D) section D8.4 requests this figure but the input box rounds up any figures
meaning the form is not accurate. Please use 185.60mAOD as the true controlling overflow level). The
weir crest is a two-stage to replicate the existing flow regime. The higher crest level is 185.94mAOD
with a breadth of 39m. See figure 3 below.
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Figure 3 – Widths and crest levels of proposed 2 stage spill weirs.
The capacity of the reservoir will remain the same as pre incident, that is 1,238,234.57m3. This figure
is calculated from the most recent hydrographic survey of the reservoir, completed in 2010. Please
note the EA form WR334 (Part D) section D8.5 requests this figure, but the input box rounds up any
figures meaning the form is not accurate. Please use this figure in the supporting information
document as the true planned capacity when the works are complete.
D9 – Diversion Work
As part of the engineering works to rebuild the primary spillway to the North of the reservoir, the
configuration of the existing bywash system will be amended. Detailed plans are available in appendix
1 for a visual representation of these changes.
Following the completion of the works at the reservoir, a new tumble bay and stilling basin will be
constructed just downstream of the new spillway structure to dissipate the energy released from the
reservoir, before being channelled downstream along the toe of the dam and into the River Goyt. Due
to the construction of these new structures, the existing bywash channel will need to be diverted
south to drop into this new stilling basin/tumble bay, before continuing down the channel to the river
discharge point at (SK 00943 81082). Please refer to drawings in appendix 4 and 5 for more information
on this.

Figure 3 – Cross section through primary spill weir (first stage), new tumble bay section and bywash
channel (including low flow channel).
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Appendix 1 – Construction Phasing.
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Appendix 2 - Extract taken from Technical Note produced by Fishtek regarding fish pass
requirements at Toddbrook Reservoir.

Appendix 3 – Technical Drawings of Emergency Draw off structure to be built into new spillway
structure.
-

Please see pdf document attached to this submission, titled “Appendix 3 - Emergency
drawoff valve drawings”.

Appendix 4 – Technical Drawings of the new spillway structure (plan view). To be read in
conjunction with appendix 3.
-

Please see pdf document attached to this submission, titled “Appendix 4 - Proposed Weir
and Tumble Bay Plan”.

Appendix 5 – Technical Drawings of the new spillway structure (cross sections). To be read in
conjunction with Appendix 4.
-

Please see pdf document attached to this submission., titled “Appendix 5 - Proposed Weir
and Tumble Bay Sections”.
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